
RUSTIC APRICOT GALETTE 
 

This tart is perfect because, for one thing, it’s not too sweet. The apricots should be, I think, a little 
sour, which perfectly offsets the almost salty crust (the recipe for which I adapted from here) and the 
sweet whipped cream. If you really dislike even a hint of sour, go ahead and add more sugar. If you 

don’t have apricots, any small stone fruit would work. As for the cookie crumbs in the filling, you just 
want something to prevent the fruit juices from soaking the crust and making it soggy. Apricot jam 
would work, as would a thick layer of ground almonds mixed with sugar. You can even use sliced 

apples or pears. Serve the galette warm or at room temperature. Just don’t plan on it lasting very long. 
Serves 6 

BY: THE SHORTLISTS 
CRUST 
2 cups flour 
1/2 teaspoon salt 
2 tablespoons sugar 
10 tablespoons (140 grams) cold butter, cut into 1/2-inch pieces 
1 egg 
 
FILLING 
10 or so ripe apricots, halved and pitted 
1/2 cup cookie crumbs (or apricot jam) 
1/4 cup sugar 
raw sugar for sprinkling 
1 egg for brushing 
 
If you have a food processor, make the crust by combining first 3 ingredients in the bowl of a food 
processor and pulsing several times. Add the butter and pulse until you have small pieces. Add the egg 
and pulse to combine. You may need to add several drops of ice water if the dough is too dry. Add 
additional water only until the dough just starts to come together.  Remove from the bowl and flatten 
into a disc, wrap in plastic and refrigerate for at least 30 minutes before using. 
 
If you, like me, don’t have one, mix the first three ingredients together in a large bowl and cut in the 
butter with a pastry cutter or two forks until there are no chunks of butter larger than the size of a pea. 
Beat the egg in a small bowl, then add to the dough, using a spoon to combine. If the dough is too dry 
to work into a ball with your hands, add a tiny bit of very cold water until it is. Flatten the ball of dough 
slightly, wrap in plastic wrap, and stick it in the fridge for at least 30 minutes. 
 
Meanwhile, in a small bowl, sprinkle the halved and pitted apricots with about half the sugar. You 
don’t have to do this, but I think it makes the apricots tastier. Also, if you don’t have cookie crumbs or 
ground almonds, make them now in a food processor or coffee grinder. 
 
Once dough has been chilled, preheat the oven to 400F/200C.  Between two pieces of parchment paper 
lightly dusted with flour, use a rolling pin to roll out the flattened disk into your best approximation of 
a circle about 1/3″ thick. Transfer the parchment paper to a baking tray. 
 
Leaving about 1.5″ of dough as a perimeter, cover the middle of the dough with the cookie crumbs, 
ground almonds or jam. You want a layer about as thick as the dough. Arrange fruit on top. Sprinkle 
the apricots with remaining sugar. You can also add slivered almonds if you like. Fold the sides of the 
dough over the fruit. Beat the egg in a small bowl and brush over the dough. Give the rest of the egg to 
your dog. Sprinkle some raw sugar (or regualar) over the crust and the fruit and stick it in the preheated 
oven. Bake for 35 – 45 minutes, until the dough is golden brown. 
 
Remove from oven and allow to cool for at least 15 minutes before slicing. Serve with sweetened 
whipped cream if desired. 
 


